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But first, a couple of news updates…



Four different models for the Moon’s formation

• ‘Twin’ — The moon and Earth were 
formed simultaneously, from the same 
portion of the solar nebula cloud. 

• ‘Mother’ — Earth was spinning rapidly, 
and centripetal force flung the moon out 
of the ocean. 

• ‘Adopted Step-sister’ — Moon is a 
captured asteroid / planetesimal 

• Giant Impact — Mars-sized body  
(ME/10) hit Earth, and the debris cloud 
formed the Moon. 



Criteria

Model
Angular 

momentum
Identical 
Isotopic 

Composition
Plausible 
Physics

Low density: 
Matches 

Earth’s Crust

Twin:
From one cloud ✔ ✔ ✔ ❌

Mother: 
Centripetal force ✔ ✔ ❌ ✔

Step-sister: 
Captured Asteroid / 

Planetesimal
✔/❌ ❌ ✔/❌ ❌

Giant Impact ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Four different models for the Moon’s formation



And now, perhaps a fifth model…
The battered fighter!

• Earth was formed first 

• Earth was hit by dozens of large impactors, which collectively removed 
material that eventually formed the Moon. 

• What does this solve? 

• Problem with previous models is that the oxygen isotope composition 
of the Earth and Moon are very similar. But if the Moon was formed in  
a single impact, and part of the impactor remained, its composition 
would change Earth or Moon so they were no longer identical. 

• In this new model, the Earth is hit enough times, by enough different 
things, that the composition of the Moon and Earth end up similar.

• Caveat: This is only one paper, and is more of a concept than a full model. If 
Earth was hit so frequently and made the Moon so easily, then why did the 
same thing not happen at Mercury / Venus / Mars?

Raluca Rufu







Lucy Mission

Lead: Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO
Cost: $450M
Launch: 2021. Flybys 2025 - 2033. 
Destination: Five ‘Trojan Asteroids’ which orbit just 

ahead / behind Jupiter.

Science: Visit five totally different bodies. They might be 
KBOs, comets, rocky asteroids. Probably are 
ancient, primitive relics which could have 
combined with others to make the planets, but 
were captured or stopped before they could.









Psyche Mission
Lead: Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ
Cost: $450M
Launch: 2023. Arrival 2030.
Destination: Metallic asteroid Psyche

Science: Visit the inner core of a planet that perhaps 
used to be like the earth! This is a totally unique 
body — there is nothing else like it. Surface is 
90% pure Ni and Fe (from spectra and radar 
observations).

Orbit the asteroid for six years.



Imagine an impact between two young planets. 
But instead of forming the moon, the impact strips all 
of the crust and mantle, leaving only the core…









How to Get Your Own NASA Mission!

November 2014  NASA releases Announcement 
of Opportunity (AO).

February 2015     27 teams put in detailed mission 
proposals.

October 2015       NASA selects five for more 
study ($3M each). Teams revise 
and improve their proposals.

January 2017        NASA selects two for flight 
($450M each, + launch + ops)

These small ‘Discovery’ missions are operated by universities, research centers, 
etc. They are funded and supervised by NASA, but operated independently.



‘Discovery Missions’
These are NASA’s smallest planetary missions. 12 have been selected 
and flown since 1996.  
These ‘small’ missions are operated by universities, research centers, etc. 
They are funded and supervised by NASA, but operated independently.





Astrometry
• A planet’s orbit is not centered on its star.

• Rather, a star and planet orbit their common barycenter

• Usually these are very close, but they are not identical!
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The Sun is Pulled by Jupiter



Exoplanets: Astrometric Searches

• Search for planets by directly measuring the 
‘wobble’ in position of the central star as it is 
tugged around by a planet.

• This method is used to study many binary 
stars, so it should work for star + planet, 
right?

• Typical displacement 

• How big a telescope?



Exoplanets: Astrometric Searches

• Search for planets by directly measuring the 
‘wobble’ in position of the central star as it is 
tugged around by a planet.

• Astrometry has proven difficult to use to 
detect planets.

• Sufficiently precise position measurements 
are very hard from Earth, and very 
expensive from space.



Radial Velocity Searches

• Similar to astrometric searches, except monitor 
not position of star, but its velocity.



Radial Velocity

• Radial velocity searches are sensitive to massive 
planets close to their host stars!









Radial Velocity Measurements

• Advantages:

• Can measure orbital eccentricity e

• Can measure multiple planets at once

• Planet mass: M sin i (but not M alone!) 

• Difficulties:

• Requires high-precision spectrometer, capable 
of measuring Doppler shifts to few meter/sec.

• Can only detect planets with a component of 
their motion toward observer.

• No measurement of planet’s radius, density




